
Last Mile delivery with Fly-Lane

ABOUT :

LTI is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping
more than 435 clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 31
countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital
transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social,
analytics, IoT and cloud journeys.

WHAT WE OFFER

A trusted last mile solution that helps
increase your delivery capacity because
its intuitive and efficient route planning
and delivery services!

The last mile delivery is defined as the
movement of goods from a
transportation hub to their final
destination, which is commonly the
end user.

This is a huge difference compared to
traditional delivery methods, which
could last from a couple of weeks to
even a few months.

Accessibility, speed, and affordability
are crucial in terms of building the
trust of your customers. Once you have
all of this, expect an increase in your
customer satisfaction rates.

“ Partnership wi t h LT I  enabled a smo o th 
t r ansit ion and st abi l i t y  o f  t he  l egacy eCo m
pl at form ,  s t r engt hening an engagement  
based o n agi l i ty  ,  adapt abi l i ty  and peo ple 
po wer”

– Nets Senior Leadership 

See what customers are saying:



Why Fly Lane?
Fast Delivery
The most important feature of our instant delivery services is that
it minimizes the delivery time to quite an extent, not in terms of
days but in terms of a few hours.

The process of picking it up and dropping it off at another
address is quite efficient and done with great accuracy.

Precise Order tracking

When a customer opts for our instant delivery service, the whole
tracking mechanism is facilitated through a single system on the
app, which ensures security and safety to the customer.

Convenience
All the interfaces of apps and portal are very convenient to use
which can be further customized by citizen developers

Efficiency

Being efficient in your day-to-day operations helps to improve
productivity, increases production output and can eliminate time-
consuming admin tasks.



Why Fly Lane?
Improved Customer Satisfaction

Customers who want to receive their products faster are willing to
pay for premiums such as express delivery. Your goal is to find a
system that can deliver packages faster and at a lower rate
compared to your competitors.

Accessibility, speed, and affordability are crucial in terms of
building the trust of your customers. Once you have all of this,
expect an increase in your customer satisfaction rates.

The money that you might end up spending on delivering these
packages yourself in a safe and efficient manner is reduced
through the overall procedure that is performed by our fastest
delivery services.

Moreover, it is a much more convenient option for us individuals
as well as small-scale setups.

Saves Cost

.

Health & Safety

Fast Lane highly values the safety of your products as it goes on
its way to expecting customers. Drivers and handlers have to
undergo intensive training in order to ensure that all parcels are
delivered safely and on time.


